
Partnership



About Nihonkara.fr

Created in 2015, nihonkara.fr became quickly 

a popular french Website about Japan. First 
made as a personal blog talking about daily life 

and trips all around Japan, nihonkara.fr 
has become today a real guide for travelers in 

Japan. 

Every day, hundreds of french, canadian and 

belgian travelers go on nihonkara.fr to prepare 

their trip to Japan. 



Website statistics

Traffic for the last 3 months 

- Sessions : 17 028 

- Users : 12 457 

- Seen pages : 26 001 

- Average Time / session : 2:20 

Alexa rank  

- World : 812,670 

- France : 44,060

User profile 

- 18-35 yo (74%) 

- Men (54%) - Women (46%) 

- French (75%)

#Top7 French Website about Japan 



About the author :

Raised in France, Alex (25yo) decided to live one 

year in Japan after his studies with a Working- 

holiday Visa. During that year, he 

discovered Tokyo and traveled in many parts of 
Japan. He wrote a lot of articles, took hundreds 

of pictures and tried many hostels and 

restaurants all around the country. He shared 

everything on nihonkara.fr and reached more 

and more people. 

Today, Alex still travels in Japan very often to 

discover new places of interest and shares it with 

thousands of Nihonkara fans.



How to work Together ?

On Nihonkara.fr, I always try to make best partnerships in 

line with my readers and with your exceptations. Here are 

some ideas of partnership I use to do with companies I work 

with :

If you have any other idea, feel free to propose

- Offer of various services (blogtrip, accommodation, 
show, visit, meal ...) in exchange of personal return and 

feelings about the services on nihonkara.fr (+ sharing on 

Facebook and Twitter) 

- Writing of sponsored articles in line with the editorial line 

- Exchange of visibility with link between your website 

and nihonkara.fr



Let's work together

Japan is beautiful !

alexandre.kerbellec@gmail.com

Alexandre Kerbellec


